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Abstract: Story maps are used as an interactive tool for communication and information
dissemination. A web-based application using story mapping technology is presented to explore the
Methana peninsula. This volcanic area is characterized by specific volcanic geoforms, unique flora
and rich history. The story map combines maps, narrative texts and multimedia content. The spatial
data produce thematic maps created by a Geographic Information System on geological data,
historical monuments, biodiversity and hiking paths. The purpose is to highlight the distinguishing
characteristics of the Methana peninsula, to enable users to interact with maps, texts and images and
to inform professional and non-professional users about the particular aspects of volcanic areas.
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1. Introduction

The rapid evolution of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) provide new tools for spatial
analytics with complex variable datasets. Maps are the traditional medium of presenting spatial
objects, or results of a spatial analysis. Story Maps have been developed the last years for use at all
levels of expertise. It is a powerful way to create, explain and present people a story for any subject. It
is crucial for identifying various aspects of the same topic. Story maps are much more than thematic
maps; they are an indispensable way of communication. They provide an effective visualization,
robust and explanatory with multi-media data like photos and videos to emphasize story telling.

The idea of using story map data has expanded rapidly especially for education (ESRI). Baker [1]
emphasizes the effectiveness of web GIS and mapping as a tool for improving student learning. A story
map allows not only interaction with the map but also with the text. There are examples for education
where students use the story maps to explore their world [2]. Graves [3] notes that users are more
likely to engage in a story that sustains their interest, so a variety of text, maps, graphs, video and
audio clips maximizes the story’s overall content. Story maps are web applications to upload and
manage multimedia data, beginning with an existing map, with the goal to share and participate [4].
As web applications, they are a communication tool providing the ability for every user to include
functions and data for a sophisticated story. Since it is an open source dynamic tool, knowledge can be
shared and exchanged at any topic. It is a tool including a variety of apps that provide different ways
of interacting with maps [5].
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In addition, Story Maps can be used from non-GIS users to distribute scientific results and make
them easily understood [6,7]. The main advantages are the interactivity compared to the classical
maps, the active intervention of any user and the ability to present a big variety of media at the same
time. A story map is a “data storytelling” or “data-driven storytelling” instrument that has been used
to reveal hidden information from data and to present them to every user.

In the scientific areas of geovisualisation and geovisual, analytics have been applied to the
creation of geovisual stories or story maps, using maps, texts, photos, and graphs [6,8]. A web-based
application based on Google Earth “Voyager” has rapidly attracted many users and a guided story
is created and updated weekly [9]. Geospatial applications develop story maps as an interactive
and communicative tool. Robinson [10] presents geovisual analytics related to analytical reasoning
with spatial information using interactive visual interfaces. Another approach develops interactive
mapping systems to explore spatial data, detect patterns, and predict future outcomes [11]. It presents
a geovisual story that connects visual snapshots, with textual metadata for further explanation and
identification of important results extracted with geovisual analysis. It is also recognized in the field of
geovisualization, that the ability to look at data from different perspectives, such as alternative map
views in combination with diagrams, graphs, photographs, and videos, can facilitate the transformation
of data into information and ultimately into knowledge [11,12]. For example, an Ocean Story Map is a
web-based tool to demonstrate the ocean content and to spread important information about the ocean
environment [13]. Other geographical applications like land use and urban planning use Story Maps
for marketing purposes [14].

This paper presents a web-based application to disseminate information to geologists,
earth scientists, tourists and other non-expert users to explore the Methana Penisnula (https://goo.gl/
ok1j9F). It uses the Methana Peninsula as the case study (https://goo.gl/ok1j9F), because it combines
both scientific as well as tourist interest. The application is an effort to disseminate scientific data along
with information more popular to the general public like hike trails, churches, archaeological sites, etc.

In the outlined Story Map, the special volcanic geomorphological features, as well as the
cultural monuments of the Methana Peninsula (East Peloponnese, Greece) were identified, recorded,
mapped and photographically represented. The story map presents the physical and historical
characteristics of the Peninsula together with the surrounding environment. Users can identify
historical buildings, landmarks and geological features of great importance. In order to compose this
Story Map, a Geographical Information System was used, the ArcGIS platform from ESRI Company,
with both desktop and online applications [15].

2. Application to the Methana Volcano Peninsula

The peninsula of Methana has a long recorded volcanic history, the last eruption took place in
230 BC as recorded by the ancient geographer Strabo [16]. It is located at the Western Saronic Gulf,
approximately 163 km from Athens, covering an area of 50 km2. Today, Methana is well suited for
family, religious, and health tourism. It is ideal for hiking trips in beautiful paths between the hills,
interesting for the unique Flora and Fauna and offers plenty of Byzantine churches and small chapels.
It is a traditional site for hot baths and health spas. For these reasons, we decided to create a story map
for the Methana Volcano Peninsula using existing data and new acquired in situ-data.

2.1. Methodology

A File Geodatabase was created through ArcMap v.10.5.1 software [17] and its schema is shown
in Table 1. It is divided into two subsets of data. The first one consists of the available data files for the
area (bibliography, topographic map, geological structure, etc.). Those that were in analog form were
converted into digital, in order to make further use of them. All files were created using a projected
coordinate system, the Hellenic Geodetic Reference System 1987 (HGRS87) [18], taking into account
that all available information was already presented in this projection system and also bibliographic
data will be kept in its original form for further research activities.

https://goo.gl/ok1j9F
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A second File Geodatabase was created which includes the vector data files that have been
designed for the data collection in the field work. Two editable information layers have been created,
for the field data collection one point and one polyline vector file, which apart from spatial information
they also include descriptive information and photos or videos for each collected feature (Table 2,
Figure 1). The formulation of the acquired information is shown in Figure 1. Collector for ArcGIS [19],
was used both for Android and iOS software. In the next step, a webmap and the individual parameters
for each of the information layers, e.g., its symbol and the appearance or not of tags and pop-up menus
etc., have been created [20,21]. Moreover, a refresh interval for the information layer regarding data
collection has been defined. Specific symbols for each user group have been created, so that each group
can directly be identified. Imagery, which is available from ArcGIS platform, was assigned to be the
background of the above information layers (Figure 2).

Table 1. File Geodatabase schema for the available bibliographic data.

Topographic Information

Contours Polyline feature class
In this feature class rules where added, e.g., the polylines cannot cross each other

Altitude Short integer field in meters (HGRS87) representing the altitude of the contour.

Triangular points Point feature class

Altitude short integer field

X_coordinate Double field representing x coordinate (HGRS87) of the point

Y_coordinate Double field representing y coordinate (HGRS87) of the point

Geological Structure

Geological formations
Polygon feature class
In this feature class rules where added, e.g., the polygons cannot overlap, or have
gaps

NameGk String field representing the name of the formation in Greek

NameEng String field representing the name of the formation in English

Age String field representing the age of the formation

Phase String field representing the phase of the volcanic eruption

Time Date field representing the relative time of eruption in years

Table 2. File Geodatabase schema for data collection.

Points of Interest Point feature class

NameGk String field for the name of the point of interest in Greek

NameEng String field for the name of the point of interest in English

CategoryGk String field having four pre-defined values (domain) for the user to choose:
archeological site, religious site, volcanic site, residential area in Greek

CategoryEng String field having four pre-defined values (domain) for the user to choose:
archeological site, religious site, volcanic site, residential area in English

Lat Double field for the latitude coordinate of the point of interest (in decimal degrees)

Long Double field for the longitude coordinate of the point of interest (in decimal degrees)

Global_id A unique value, added automatically, necessary for web editing

Created_date Date field, containing the date that the point is created

Created_user String field, containing the name of the user that created the point

Comments String field for user’s comments about the point of interest

Paths Polyline feature class

NameGk String field for the name of the point of interest in Greek

NameEng String field for the name of the point of interest in English

Global_id A unique value, added automatically
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Table 2. Cont.

Created_date Date field, containing the date that the path is created

Created_user String field, containing the name of the user that created the point

Comments String field for user’s comments about the path
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The File Geodatabase that was created for field work was also used for adding the data files that
resulted from the processing of the bibliographical data (including their transformation to WGS84
Web Mercator—Auxiliary Sphere), or their modification with new field data. These are the files that
thematic maps were based on, according to ISO/TC211 International Standards 19100 series that
supports data management, acquiring, processing, analyzing, accessing, presenting and transferring
data between different users, systems and locations [23]. These files were gradually transformed into a
format suitable for online use (feature or image services), uploaded directly to the online platform,
ArcGIS Online [24,25], and introduced to the Story Map (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Workflow highlighting the procedure followed to produce a Story Map [24]. In the present
Story Map the available information was uploaded directly to ArcGIS Online platform.

In this work, GIS technology was used only to collect, analyze and visualize data, using desktop
and online interactive techniques. The main aim was to disseminate the data presentation to the public,
combining scientific information about the volcanic peninsula with archaeology and history.

2.2. Story Map

After uploading all the necessary information layers to ArcGIS Online, a certain template, called
Story Map Series was implemented, to present the available information. Story Map Series comes
with three layout options: tabbed, side accordion and bulleted. The first one was selected for the
main application. Web maps, narrative text, images, tables, video, external websites, scenes which
correspond to 3D presentation of data, were used. Also, other Story maps and apps were embedded,
such as Story Map Shortlist, Story Map Series-Side Accordion, Story Map Journal and Time Aware.
Finally, Story Map Cascade was used as the home page of the whole application (Figure 4).

Thematic maps were created in ArcGIS Online, based on the collected data, fieldwork
and literature review, depicting the most important and unique points (https://goo.gl/ok1j9F).
More specifically: Home page using Story Map Cascade template, gives a general view of the Methana
peninsula, containing a video recorded during a UAV flight. Also, it has been designed to provide the
possibility to add a language preference, before entering the main application (Figure 5). The Story
Map is available in Greek, and in English.

https://goo.gl/ok1j9F
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Figure 5. Screenshot presenting the Home page of Story Map for Methana Volcano, Greece (https:
//goo.gl/ok1j9F).

Entering the main application, users can see eight tabs and each one can be generally distinguished
into two areas: one on the left where narrative text, photos, videos and tables can be presented and the
main frame, where web maps, scenes or multimedia content can be added. In the first tab (Figure 6),
general information about the Methana peninsula is given. For this purpose, another Story Map,
Story Map Series—Side Accordion template, having five tabs, is embedded, as follows:

• The first Accordion tab, gives information about the geographical position of the area and its
historical evolution. Narrative text accompanied by images, describes the Methana peninsula
which were first mentioned in ancient documents by Thoukididis (5th century B.C). It is an old
tourist resort of Saronikos Gulf, known not only for its hot springs along its SE beach, but also
for the Mavri Petra volcano at Kameni Chora settlement. A 3D representation of the peninsula,
where users can choose either to use the predefined views of the area, or the available tools for
rotating and tilting covers the main frame. As basemap, imagery from ESRI’s basic gallery maps
was used, but there is also the possibility to change it into an OpenStreetMap.

https://goo.gl/ok1j9F
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• In the second Accordion tab (Figure 7), the geodynamic setting of the area is presented using
narrative text accompanied by images to present the peninsula’s important position at the western
edge of the Southern Aegean active volcanic arc. This arc extends from the Saronic Gulf to Milos
up to Santorini and Nisyros, and is the inner part of the active Hellenic arc, formed along the
convergent plate boundary of the northwards subducting African plate underneath the European
one [26]. In the main frame a view captured during an UAV flight shows the Methana Volcano,
which in its most recent eruption (230 BC) produced andesitic lava, at KameniChora, as described
by Strabo, Pausanias and Ovidius [27–29].

• Third Accordion tab (Figure 8) contains information about the main points of interest, including
geotopes, archaeological sites, religious sites and area’s settlements. Narrative text is giving
explanatory information about interesting geoforms (e.g., volcanic geoforms, hot springs), tectonic
structures (e.g., faults), sites of typical geomorphological structures (e.g., carstic formations),
sites due to active geodynamic processes (e.g., coastalerosion), geo-mythical, geo-historical and
geo-ancient sites and mining sites of mineral raw materials. A web map, shows their spatial
distribution, having as basemap Imagery (from ESRI’s basic gallery maps). Users have the ability
to choose a location to see additional information.

• Fourth accordion tab (Figure 9) describes the main proposed paths of the Methana peninsula.
Narrative text refers to each path separately, describing its route and giving information about
the most characteristic features of it. A web map, using as basemap OpenStreetMap (from
ESRI’s basic gallery maps), shows their location. Users can choose a path on the map to see
representative photos.

• Finally, fifth Accordion tab (Figure 10) contains information about certain hiking trails, as directed
by the municipality of Troizinia-Methana, within the framework of the applied research program
“Evaluation and exploitation of the Methana Volcano”. As the trails don’t abide by accepted
technical specifications, it is highly recommended that hikers take tours on their own responsibility.
Narrative text describes each one along with points of interest during its route and a web map
shows their location on the OpenStreetMap basemap (from ESRI’s basic gallery maps). Users can
select a trail to see representative photos.
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m-hillshade of the area overlying OpenStreetMap (from ESRI’s basic gallery maps) was used and 3D 

Figure 10. Screenshot of the first tab, where general information for the Methana peninsula is given.
Story Map Series—Accordion layout is used, and its fifth tab presents certain hiking trails, as directed
by the municipality of Troizinia-Methana, of the Methana peninsula (https://goo.gl/UR1a9k).

Returning to the main application, the second tab (Figure 11) presents the geological setting of the
peninsula. Narrative text refers to the volcanic complex of the Methana peninsula which comprises of
volcanic domes, emplaced along the tectonic zones of the Western Saronic Gulf trending NNW-SSE
and NE-SW, lava flows radiating from the central part of the peninsula and pyroclastic rocks. It also
gives definition about the main volcanic product, the pyroclastic flow. As basemap, a 5 m-hillshade of
the area overlying OpenStreetMap (from ESRI’s basic gallery maps) was used and 3D presentation
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was created. Users can choose either to use the predefined views of the area, or the available tools for
rotating and tilting the area.
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Narrative text describes the eight evolutionary volcanic phases which have been proposed by Pe-
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In the third tab, the volcanic evolution of the Methana peninsula is presented (Figure 12). Narrative
text describes the eight evolutionary volcanic phases which have been proposed by Pe-Piper and
Piper [30], taking into account new radiometric dating and by interpreting and composing all the old
data. A Time Aware application is embedded in the main frame. The three-dimensional interactive
map depicts and displays the eight volcanic phases, using 5-m hillshade as basement, while Additional
information is available by clicking on each phase.
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Fourth tab focuses on biodiversity of the Methana peninsula, which is described as a seaside and
semi—mountainous landscape with volcanic terrain and spectacular views to the Western Saronic Gulf.
It is a multicolored landscape as it combines the brown color of lava with the red of the volcanic rocks,
the green of the scattered pine trees and the blue of the sea and the sky. Story Map Journal is embedded
in this tab, using narrative text, multimedia context and internal links to effectively visualize the
available information. Users can select the predefined text to access additional information (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Screenshot of the fourth tab, where narrative text, multimedia context and internal links is
used to effectively visualize the available information (https://goo.gl/Wg7DAE).

In the following three tabs the main proposed paths of the Methana peninsula are further presented
using an embedded Story Map Shortlist template in each one of them. Each tab showcases the
archeological, religious and residential areas of interest along the path in combination with the volcanic
interest points, aiming at the exploitation of the unique Geotope of the Methana peninsula. Users can
either select a location on the web map or a thumbnail to see more information (Figures 14 and 15).
Imagery (from ESRI’s basic gallery maps) is used as basemap, while the available information is imported
using properly formed and processed comma separated value (.csv) text files. The structure of the text file
is shown in Table 3. Images were uploaded to Flickr [31] in order to be further used in the template.

Table 3. Comma Separated Value text file schema.

Name The name of the site of interest

TAB_NAME The category that it belongs to (archeological, religious or volcanic site, residential area)

SHORT DESCRIPTION Short description of the site of interest

DESC1

Each text paragraph describing the site of interest enters into one of these four fields
DESC2

DESC3

DESC4

WEBSITE Additional information to external resources

PIC_URL The location of the representative photo of the site of interest (Flickr)

THUMB_URL The location of the photo that will be used as thumbnail of the site of interest (Flickr)

LAT Latitude coordinate in decimal degrees (WGS 84)

LONG Longitude coordinate in decimal degrees (WGS 84)
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Figure 15. Screenshot of the fifth to seventh tab, where narrative text, multimedia context and external
links are used to effectively visualize the available information (https://goo.gl/4BJ2CE).

Last tab (Figure 16), gives information about the research team responsible for gathering all
the available information. It presents the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Faculty
of Geology and Geoenvironment which undertook the execution of the Applied Research Project,
the Municipality of Troizinia-Methana for funding it and gives additional information for members of
the Research Team.
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3. Concluding Remarks

The use of GIS technology has a great impact on web-based visual presentations. We present
a flexible and interactive application to visualize the geomorphology and history of the Methana
peninsula, an area of special interest due to volcanic eruptions in the past. The users can visualize,
share and explore the area with this interactive tool. The created story map is based on maps and is
enriched with the integration of different data like images, narrative texts and multimedia. It is a tool
quite simple to master and use. The main challenge is the combination of different scientific fields in
the same application, where professional and non-professional users from totally different domains,
e.g., geologists, archaeologists, can share knowledge.

Also, this work emphasizes digital geography that replaces classical geography. Analog maps
printed on paper and accompanied by an explanatory legend are replaced by digital, interactive web
maps. The user can now interact with the map, add information and use it to visualize the content of
interest. Digital, web-based maps can be presented quickly and easily all over the world. However,
this approach may also have drawbacks, including the possibility of dissemination of misleading
information. As far as the use of the main tools are concerned, two problems can be mentioned: (a) the
possibilities for electronic analysis and processing are less, at present, compared to the classic GIS
software; and (b) frequent upgrades to either the electronic platform or different programs, can cause
technical problems when building and maintaining the application.

For future work, we plan to provide the ability to download the story map and customize it
according to user’s needs. We plan to use a new tab having all the available data, and widgets so the
users are able to use functions like data selection or formulating queries. Another extension will be to
deal with real time data.

This type of application can be an ideal way for presenting the geological, geomorphological
and historical contents of other places, especially places which can be characterized as geotopes
or Natura areas. Such examples have already been created worldwide (https://goo.gl/g2p89P).
Authors have also been involved in other such applications: (a) as part of Life projects that supports
environmental, nature conservation and climate actions throughout the EU (https://goo.gl/kt6oSN),
(b) for highlighting areas as geotopes like METAXA Mine (https://goo.gl/rCWcku) and (c) for
dissemination of scientific information about a natural disaster phenomenon like Lesvos earthquake
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Mw 6.3, 12 June 2017 (https://goo.gl/cSCk71) [32]. It is worth mentioning that the local authorities
of other areas in Greece, like Nisyros Island (another Volcano) and the Corinthian Gulf (new area in
Natura 2000) have already commissioned a corresponding implementation. Both these Story Maps
will be publicly available in six months.

Finally, we would like to mention that the interest of the scientific community has already been
raised regarding story maps. For instance, Northwestern University Knight Lab, a community of
designers, developers, students, and educators working on journalism into new spaces, produced a
free story map platform (https://goo.gl/6LB1Qe). Google has also developed Google Earth Outreach
(https://goo.gl/bHwZJE), a tool that enables community groups to tell their stories with free access to
maps and satellite images. These platforms have reduced capabilities compared to the one described
in this paper, but their free access will boost the use of story maps.

Funding: This research was funded by Municipality of Troizinia-Methana (Greece).
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